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Abstract

Image processing is very much important area of research nowadays and is being taken interest deeply as the mobile phones and smart cameras are demands of the emerging global markets. Document image processing is the sub branch of it which includes processing the images of the paper may or may not be containing any written or say textual contents, graphics, tables or any informative thing in form of written or printed stuff. Many a time’s we people are habituated to fold the document paper in our hands and put them in pocket or somewhere. If then we want them to be scanned or apply OCR (OPTICAL CHARACTER RECOGNITION) on them then we need to capture an image of such folded documents. For image acquisition there are many sources like digital cameras, mobile phone cameras, printers etc. are available around us. When we need to scan them to convert them into electronic form (to perform OCR on them), then the problems occur because the folded documents cannot be easily scanned as they have folds and due to such folds there are huge possibilities of shadows in fold parts which can distort the quality of the document as well as this may make the readability of the document poorer. In this paper, the authors have proposed an algorithm to straighten such folded document image to get accurate OCR results in accordance with least distortion in quality of the same. The derived method helps to straighten the uniform folds digitally. So that the processed document can be applied to get improved OCR results with improved in terms of accuracy.
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Introduction

When images of folded documents are to be straightened, they need to be pre-processed in order to restore them otherwise scanning such folded documents is not much accurate and the quality of original data in document images get affected due to it, which is not desirable. Also content in document images may distort causing their quality degradation. Folded documents may need to be restored to perform OCR on them or to scan them. It is a very real time application because nowadays all government policies as well as private firms operate digitally. In case such documents were folded by we then that algorithm become helpful when we need to upload the scanned images to the websites suggested by them. For folded document images issues are shadow in fold parts and warping in horizontal as well as vertical direction.

Character and line segmentation techniques were used to know which part in image is warped and then the restored images after straightening them were obtained using Thin Plate Splines (TPS) [1]. Segmentation part provides the warping direction. Line segmentation involve connected component analysis and projection which gives baseline, while character segmentation involve the same along with envelop analysis to provide key points in order to get the destination image from the original warped image. TPS performs global point to point mapping to have restored image finally. Resultant images were obtained by using fine dewarping to straighten the warped images followed by coarse dewarping [2,3]. Coarse dewarping uses projective transform to map curved surface to rectangular area. After that fine dewarping was performed which is based on word detection by its pose normalization. Employs difference between horizontal and vertical projection profile and ends up with concluding that noise was greatly removed with horizontal projection profile [4]. The histogram based technique was used to obtain both the projection profiles. Vertical projection was obtained on binarized image with white background and black data, by summing the black pixels of each column and computing the energy at number of angels and based on angle at which the maximum energy was found, at that angle, image was rotated. Energy was computed as the sum of square of black pixels for each column in document images. The horizontal projection is same but works for rows instead of columns. They have used projective transform to estimate the 3-D shape of an object when a thick bound book was scanned by scanner [5,6]. They also performs shade removal and x, y-axis corrections while scanning. In proposed work, different uniformly folded images were taken as input images [7-11] (Figure 1).

Images of folded documents were captured at different illumination conditions to justify efficiency of the proposed algorithm.

Material and Methods

The objective of the method is to straighten the document image in the way that the warping is removed and the content in that document image is not distorted after straightening it and to have better OCR.

![Figure 1: Examples of folded document images](image_url)
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Figure 1: Examples of folded document images (a) single horizontal fold, (b) two horizontal folds, (c) three horizontal folds, (d) horizontal and vertical fold, (e) vertical fold only.
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accuracy [12-16]. The conditions to work the designed method in good way were that the images should be captured with high quality (resolution) camera so that the images were not blurred because if the input image, already is blurred then the resultant straightened image will not produce good OCR accuracy and the corners of the document should not be torn because the proposed method of straightening is based on processing the corners of the document [16-20] (Figures 2-4).

Images of uniformly folded documents were captured. Below are specifications of database prepared for algorithm. Images are in RGB plane and captured by high resolution (5MP to 16 MP) and dpi (72 to 96 dpi) cameras. Horizontal folded images, vertical folded images and images with both types of folds were captured. Images were taken in different lighting conditions as well as at different times to justify the algorithm. Images should be non-blurred. Corners should not be torn.

Pre-processing is a second step in which entire straightening procedure were carried out to make the straightened image which is ready to apply optical character recognition on it. First of all the corners were obtained where there are folds, and based on that input images are divided into sub-images. All these sub-images were processed individually and straightened by applying projective transformation on them. The next pre-processing step was to make sure whether there were characters on fold line by horizontal projection profile for every single sub-image. If yes then the fold line was shifted downward where there were no characters. Sub-images were then resized and merged. All the sub steps in pre-processing are explained in detail as follows.

The folded input images have number of corner points according to type of folds like left up, right up, right down and left down corner locations of folded parts.

For example Figure 5 has horizontal three folds and ten corner points for four sections of the same image. These sections are based on folds. If it is horizontal one fold image it has two such sections, if horizontal two fold image, then three such sections. Further every section has four corners as shown which are upper left corner (LU), upper right corner (RU), lower right corner (RD), lower left corner (LD). Top most sections LD; RD is LU and RU for second section exactly below it respectively. For corner detection edge of folded image needs to be extracted. For that first of all images were converted to binary. When it is done there may be noise or generation of holes due to variation in lightening conditions, which is shown in Figure 6. These holes or noises are harmful because it too would be considered while finding corner points as it’s explained in following part and must be removed. Holes in images are filled but still noise won’t be totally removed. There is pepper noise in background which will disturb edge detector in its work. So image is filtered by two dimensional order statistic filter which replaces each element in image by the minimum of its north, east, south, and west neighbors resulting in noise-free image in most cases. The resultant images after all these steps are as below.

\[
\text{Filter} = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 1 & 0 \\
1 & 0 & 1 \\
0 & 1 & 0 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Filtered image is eroded twice in order to remove text or any white
dots still remaining outside image in black background because these letters too will have edges which are not required and provide wrong edge information for corner detection [21,22]. For erosion square structuring element is used with all one and size 3*3. Erosion contracts an object in image based on structuring element.

\[
\text{im} \circ \text{se} = \left\{ x \in \mathbb{Z}^2 \mid \text{se} \subseteq \text{im} \right\} \\
\text{Where,}
\]

\[
\text{Se} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 1 & 1 \\ 1 & 1 & 1 \\ 1 & 1 & 1 \end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
\text{im} = \text{image.}
\]

Finally for image is ready for edge detection. Canny edge detector is used for that as it provides best results than any other methods. The Canny method finds edges by looking for local maxima of computed gradient of image which is calculated by taking the derivative of a Gaussian filter. The canny method uses two thresholds for detection of strong as well as weak edges, and includes the weak edges in the output only if they are connected to strong edges. So this method is not “fooled” by noise, and more likely to detect true weak edges. Thresholds are selected in such a way that ratio of low to high threshold is 0.4 depending on intensity of image. The twice eroded and edge detected images are shown below in Figure 7.

Then edge is detected and corners of edge of an image are to be found. It’s having horizontal three fold document image, it is not possible to find all the ten corners at the same time. So first the concentration is on finding prime corners i.e. top most left, right and fourth section’s bottom left, right corners. For that the steps as below are followed: Construct an array to store all points of edge. Euclidean distance between (1,1) and array; (1,n) and array; (m,n) and array; (m,1) and array is found. For every points where there is a minimum Euclidean distances are the prime corners LU, RU, RD and LD. Size \( \text{im} = m \times n \). Where,

\[
m = \text{total number of rows}, \ n = \text{total number of columns} \ (\text{Figure} \ 8).
\]

Still six corners are undetected. For finding them column difference is useful. Left side: columns of LU up to LD are subtracted from 1 (original image’s first column). Right side: column of RU up to RD are subtracted from n (original image’s last column) (Figure 9).

Where there are sharp changes in the plot of distance versus row number those points are considered as sub-corners. Peaks suggesting sharp changes are so many as image is not smooth in the plot. If polynomial fitting of order 1 (i.e. line \( y = mx + b \) : m-slope, b-intercept) is selected then it provides 2 points: first slope and second intercept. The first parameter is useful as where there is a sudden sign change.
after many regular signed values those respective rows can be taken as peak. Plots are not smooth so Gaussian filtering is applied with frame size [800,800] and standard deviation 80. Window size for polynomial fitting is selected 50. This method provides true sub-corners rows and with the help of same, respective column too can be found and is accurate in 72.63% folded images of every type when tested on 365 images with different type of folds. Error rate in corners is maximum + or –100 (Figure 10).

In this algorithm, we have separated the folded parts in a document image by using corner points for e.g. if it is horizontal one fold image, then it is separated into two parts, upper part above the fold and lower part below the fold. Two horizontal folded images produces three sub-images, three horizontal fold images can be separated into four sub-images (Figure 11). The same way it is applicable to all the uniform folds described above. Same way vertical one fold image can be separated into two sub-images, one is left of the fold and other is right of the fold. Image with vertical and horizontal fold can be divided into four sub-images. Initially these corner points are obtained manually as upper left, upper right, down right and down left corners. The conditions for validity of this algorithm are that the images should be captured the way so they are not blurred and the corners are not torn. Here the entire algorithm is explained for horizontal three folds image.

Then we have used the projective transform in order to straighten these individual sub-images obtained in this. Image transform there are parts of folded image or four sub-images and they are needed to straighten individually. For that projective transform is used. In such transformation technique, the spatial transformation structure is required. The logical thing in this entire algorithm is to design the general spatial transformation structure that can straighten all images for our case. Creating spatial transformation structure requires input points and base points which work as control points. For input points (x,y) co-ordinates are set such that all the corner points of horizontal lines are having same y locations and vertical lines are having same x locations. While base points which work as control points are obtained by setting the left, up, down and right parameters according to the mean of them. For e.g. Left is the mean of upper left and lower left’s x co-ordinate. Right is the mean of upper right and lower right’s x co-ordinate. Up is the mean of upper left and upper right’s y co-ordinate. Down is the mean of lower left and lower right’s y co-ordinate as shown in algorithm described below. Now the inter-section of Left and Up gives the final upper left point of resultant image, the inter-section of Up and Right gives the final upper right point of the resultant image and same way the other two points of resultant image are obtained. Finally applying the spatial transformation structure on every individual sub-images of horizontal three fold image we will get the projective transformed straightened images in Figure 12.

All the sub-images are straightened but they are containing black background which is not required. So, the sub-images are cropped such way that the black background is removed and we are left with the sub-images without background (Figure 13).

When all the sub-images of original folded documents are straightened and background is removed too, then the final step is to merge them to get the entire image which is straightened version of the original image. Before merging images, horizontal projection profile is used to check whether there are characters on fold line on gray scale image. Because if there are characters on fold line then while resizing...
before merging these characters will be shifted and not well-aligned resulting in reduced OCR accuracy at that line (fold line) also making it not readable. In projection profile every section of images except top section are processed. Sum of pixels in columns are carried out for each row after converting image to grey scale. If the value of sum is maximum then it means there is white part meaning no character on fold line. So no need to shift fold line. If not then initial 25 lines are checked where value of sum is maximum i.e. where the white line with no characters and first row is shifted upward making white line found by projection profile the first row. Then images are resized. Resizing procedure is done by providing scale in form of number of columns and number of rows of one of the sub-image which computes the number of rows or columns automatically in order to preserve the image aspect ratio. The sub-images are resized first the way that all of them are having same number of columns. Then they can be easily merged which is the straighten version of the input horizontal three folds images in Figures 14 and 15.

The same method can be applied for straightening any uniform folded images as suggested in Figure 1.

OCR helps to convert physical document in electrical or say soft form. When OCR is applied on the resultant images which are straightened after procedure explained above the results were quite promising. For OCR, ABBYY Fine Reader 12 software is used which is trustworthy and reliable. It includes an analysis of OCR results on original folded image, output straightened image without projection profile and with projection profile. When OCR performed on original image accuracy of readability on data in it was 81.25% which is not so bad but time consumed while performing the same was quite high. Whereas the second case is of OCR on straightened image but with characters on fold line and no horizontal projection profile, found resultant accuracy has fallen to 12.50 which is very poor. When the OCR performed on output straightened images with shifted fold line by horizontal projection profile, OCR results rise to 93.75%, which to in less consumption of time compared to both the cases before for same number of images (1.39 sec) (Table 1).

Algorithm

This chapter involves all the steps explained above in summarized form and more discriminative study of the same. The algorithm will give clear picture of what is the goal of the system and how to achieve it.

1) Partition the image into sub-images according to folds by using corner points of original folded image based on concept of Euclidean distance for prime corners and slope by polynomial fitting of column difference for sub-corners as explained above.

2) All the sub-images are needed to be processed individually. Each sub Image has 4 corners: upper left LU, down left LD, upper right RU and downright RD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Images</th>
<th>Character on fold line(%)</th>
<th>Character on fold line(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Folded document images</td>
<td>12.50</td>
<td>93.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Percentages on character on Fold line.
3) The sub-images are straightened using projective Transform. Projective transform is explained briefly in section below. For projective transform, spatial transformation structure needs to be designed using input points and base points. Let the corner points of sub-image be C1=[LU(1) LU(2), RU(1) RU(2), RD(1) RD(2), LD(1) LD(1)]. To get input points C2=[LU1, LD1, RU1, RD1], which are nothing but the documents corner points by not considering black background, for designing spatial transformation structure following mechanism is applied:

- LU(1)=upper left corner’s column number,
- LU(2)=upper left corner’s row number,
- LD(1)=down left corner’s column number,
- LD(2)=down left corner’s row number,
- RU(1)=upper right corner’s column number,
- RU(2)=upper right corner’s row number,
- RD(1)=down right corner’s column number,
- RD(2)=down right corner’s row number.

LU1’s column value depends on whether LU’s column value is bigger or smaller than LD’s column value. If it is smaller, then LU1(1) is having 1 making it first column otherwise it is equals to 1 more than the difference between LU and LD’s column number to make it smaller. And LU1’s row can be obtained the same way but the comparison is made between LU and RU’s row. Such type of designing will help the sub-images to make the straightening easier. Do the same for RU1, RD1 and LD1 to get the column and row co-ordinates of them.

4) Corner points detected are now:

C2=[LU1(1) LU1(2), RU1(1) RU1(2), RD1(1) RD1(2), LD1(1) LD1(1)].

5) Base points, which are to work as control points in constructing spatial transformation structure, are CR=[L U, R U, R D, L D]. They are obtained by taking mean of respective components of C2. For example L is the mean of LU1 and LD1’s column value, U is the mean of LU1 and RU1’s row value, R is the mean of RU1 and RD1’s column value and D is the mean of RD1 and LD1’s row value. Finally C2 and CR work as input and control points respectively to construct spatial transformation structure. Then this projective transformation structure is applied on sub-images obtained. That way inter-section of L and U points, U and R points, R and D points, D and L points will construct the straightened image. It will straighten the sub-images.

6) Resultant straightened sub-images are cropped to remove black background which is not of the interest to get the straightened sub-images.

7) Our ultimate goal is to get the image which is straightened version of folded image, not the sub-images. So we need to merge the straightened sub-images obtained in the previous step. But before that the lower sub-images rows are applied horizontal projection profile to check whether there are characters on fold line. If so, then fold line is shifted down wards and at the same value upper sub-images shifted down ward. Also those sub-images are of different sizes. So they need to be resized the way that all the sub-images are having same columns. We have nothing to do with the rows. Finally they are merged at the end to get image which is straightened.

**Experimental Results**

The same method explained above can straighten any uniformly folded images. But if the images captured are blurred then it will not provide good OCR results. The experimental results for horizontal one fold image, horizontal two folds image, horizontal three folds image, horizontal and vertical fold image, vertical one fold image are shown below. All the images were captured by good quality cameras and all images are JPEG images with colour representation RGB (Figure 16).

![Figure 16: Input images and resultant images for (a) single horizontal fold, (b) two horizontal folds, (c) horizontal three folds, (d) horizontal and vertical fold, (e) vertical fold only, (f) single horizontal fold image with colored background.](image-url)
In Figure 16(a) shows the document image with the one horizontal fold at the centre of the document. The image is captured in brighter lighting conditions and on black surface. After straightening the resultant image is shown.

In Figure 16(b) is an input image with two horizontal folds so the warping in middle portion is seen in image. The image is captured at darker lighting conditions and on black surface. Above the fold-lines shadow would be there. But resultant image shows that it does not affect the resultant straightened image.

In Figure 16(c) is a horizontal three folds image of document taken at brighter lighting conditions than in (b). It is much curvy than above two examples because it has much folds and therefore much warping too. The resultant image is the straightened form of input image. For straightening it needs to be divided into four sub-images by using corner points. Then they are straightened by using projective transformation. So it requires processing four sub-images individually and then merging them as explained in algorithm.

In Figure 16(d) shows the document image with horizontal one fold and vertical one fold. Here to the four sub-images are obtained but the corner points differ then the previous case of horizontal three folds image. Because horizontal fold is partitioned to provide two sub-images: one above the fold and one below the fold. Then after upper and lower both sub-images are again partitioned as left of the vertical fold and right of the vertical fold. Then all sub-images are processed the same way and resultant straightened image is obtained.

In Figure 16(e) is an input image with vertical one fold which is processed in similar way as the horizontal one fold image. The image is partitioned into two sub-images; the only difference is the corner point selection. It has so much warping in horizontal direction which is hard to read the write up in it. But after straightening the warping is removed and it is good to read then.

In Figure 16(f) horizontal one fold document image with coloured background is there with shadow at lower fold portion. The resultant is an output straightened image.

Conclusion

The derived algorithm gives very good quality of content in resultant straightened document image even in the folded parts. It can be proved from the image above. The proposed algorithm has less complexity and good speed. The algorithm has robustness because it can work well with images in all illumination conditions and shadow conditions background independently. OCR results rise to 93.75% for content containing fold line which would be shifted a little when required while straightening than that 12.5% at fold line of input folded images when there were characters on fold line and fold line was not shifted by horizontal projection profile, while folded input image had OCR accuracy of readability 81.25%. So all in all, just by giving the path we can have straight image from the folded document image.

Future Scope

The algorithm can be optimized for straightening of document images with non-uniform folds. Moreover, the algorithm can be optimized so that when straightened the fold is equalized and document image is perfectly straight and fold is not visible in resultant image. If background is white then automatic corner detection is challenging and can be considered as future scope.
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